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An official umpire’s chair has been 
custom painted for a private house’s 
tennis pavilion called Floritauk. 

walkthrough
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One of the East End’s chicest spots isn’t open 
for business. But it has nothing to do with the 
pandemic. Instead the Floritauk Tennis Club is 
the entirely private venture of a Montauk, New 
York, homeowner, a contemporary art collector 
and former gallerist with a passion for enter-
taining and vivid vignettes. She’d been seeking 
an environment where she and her guests 
could mix athletics and leisure, something like 
a traditional country club—but with a touch of 
retro irony. Who better to call on than her com-
rade in color Ghislaine Viñas, who’s designed 
nearly a dozen projects for this client, including 
the property’s main house up the hill. 

On the outside, the white-brick pavilion is 
restrained in appearance, with a planted roof 
that effectively camouflages the single-story 
structure when viewed from the main resi-
dence. But any sense of subtlety stops there: 
Its 1,650 square feet are rife with exuberant 
greens and yellows and contemporary forms, 

plus a dash of calculated kitsch. “We were playing off the old country clubs of Florida and suburban 
Philadelphia,” Viñas explains. “It’s all very tongue in cheek.” 

Indeed, clubby diamond-tufted leather stools line the bar and prim lattice prints abound. But they 
are countered by the unexpected. An acid-green cotton-viscose blend akin to the shade of tennis balls 
upholsters the lounge’s banquette; Viñas had discovered it years earlier, but never had occasion to use 
it. “I was almost worried it had been discontinued,” she recalls. A sister shade coats the umpire chair 
supervising the court outside the pavilion’s French doors. Back inside, Viñas introduced graphic  
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Opposite, clockwise from top left: A 40-inch-diameter pendant fixture by Stacy Kunstel and Michael Partenio hangs 
above wool-viscose carpet in the locker room. Beneath a custom mirror in the bathroom, bird-shape sink fittings are 

powder-coated brass. Ottomans by Tomoko Mizu populate the lounge, with graphics by Jaime Viñas. The painted-brick, 
1,650-square-foot pavilion structure is by Arcologica. Christian LaCroix fabric upholsters the chaise longues.
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FROM FRONT NET WORLD SPORTS: UMPIRE CHAIR (COURT). ZAZZLE: CUSTOM TENNIS BALLS. CUSTOM ON IT: CUSTOM TOWEL. 

BOB COLLINS & SONS: WALLPAPER (LOCKER ROOM). SERENA & LILY: TABLE. KRAVET: CHAIR FABRIC. KIRKBY DESIGN: CHAIR 

PIPING FABRIC. ARDWYN DECORATIVE TRIM: LOCKER TASSELS. DUNES AND DUCHESS: PENDANT FIXTURE (LOCKER ROOM), 

SCONCES (BATHROOM). ARONSON’S: CARPET (LOCKER ROOM), RUG (LOUNGE). P.E. GUERIN: SINK FITTINGS (BATHROOM). COL

LECTOR: CUSTOM MIRROR. KAUFMANN KERAMIK: TILE. THROUGH 1ST DIBS: SCONCES (LOUNGE). NEW YORK ART UPHOLSTERY: 

CUSTOM BANQUETTE. S. HARRIS: BANQUETTE FABRIC. THROUGH PROPERTY FURNITURE: OTTOMANS. ROSE HYLL STUDIO: 

CUSTOM AWNING. SUNBRELLA: AWNING FABRIC. SAMUEL & SONS: AWNING TRIM. THROUGH DDC: CHAISE LONGUES. THROUGH 

OSBOURNE & LITTLE: CHAISE LONGUE FABRIC. KNOLL: COCKTAIL TABLE. REGENERATION: CREDENZA. PABLO DESIGNS: PENDANT 

FIXTURES. PERINI: BAR TILE. RICHARDSON SEATING: BARSTOOLS. DOUGLASS FABRIC: BARSTOOL UPHOLSTERY. FLORENCE 

BROADHURST: WALLPAPER. SIKA DESIGN: CHAIRS (TERRACE). SCENARIO HOME: STOOL. ANTHROPOLOGIE: TABLE. URBAN AR 

CHAEOLOGY: SCONCE. THROUGHOUT ARCHITECT OF RECORD: ARCOLOGICA. TOM O’DONOGHUE ASSOCIATES: GENERAL CONTRACTOR.

Clockwise from top left: Eero Saarinen designed the cocktail table. Napkins, tennis balls, and ping-pong racquets 
bear the custom Floritauk crest. Danish rattan rocking chairs on the terrace coordinate with the French door frames. 
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black and white in the custom ping-pong table and the 
striped indoor awning above it. The mode turns decidedly 
sunny in the locker room, wrapped nearly top to bottom in 
a saturated citrus, from the carpet to the parrot-patterned 
wallpaper. But black-and-white pops of modern contrast 
turn up again in the oversize wheel of a pendant fixture and 
the powder-coated sink fittings shaped like birds. 

To mastermind a branding package for the project, 
Viñas turned to another frequent rallying partner, her 
graphic designer husband, Jaime Viñas. “Even though it 
is not a real club, it needed to feel authentic,” he notes. 

He conceived a Floritauk crest and applied it to tennis balls, ping-pong paddles, hand towels, and 
even cocktail napkins, which go perfectly with a post-match martini. —Colleen Curry
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